A thank you from Ptaah and the Plejaren generally
to all human beings who act rationally and responsibly
Excerpt from the 739th contact of Friday, 22nd May 2020
Ptaah Which is right. In regard to that I can also say that all those members of your core group and
passive group across the world who follow their intellect and rationality, have followed your comprehensive website publications and the advice included in them regarding security measures and have
so far remained safe from the rampantly spreading corona disease. Also very many persons outside of
FIGU have read these publications, followed them and have spread them in their circles, wherethrough
many Earth human beings remain spared from infection and death through the coronavirus.
An extremely interesting finding has occurred during our surveillance already since the beginning of
your first website publications, being that your FIGU website corona information has received an unusually great amount of attention as the whole thing has also frequently and again and again been used
from various countries by a great number of specialised experts of different sciences. It was very interesting to ascertain that your FIGU website information was copied and also very often spread further in professional circles, and indeed especially in various European scientific circles, such as microbiology, virology and infection epidemiology. This also occurred, however, in regard to specialist doctors such as in regard to specialists of bacteriology, parasitology, immunology as well as serology as
well as mycology, mycobacteriology, microbiology and molecular biology and symptomology as well
as specialists of laboratory diagnostics and step diagnostics and so forth. These facts …
Billy Excuse me please if I interrupt you, but that seems very strange to me, because what purpose is
this information which is downloaded by these people, from our website, supposed to have? Then I
also ask myself why that is done by, of all people, those of such diverse areas of science, because
actually in regard to the coronavirus it is only the experts of virology who have to deal with the situation, or? For a start, that is one thing that appears so strange to me, while the other is the fact that,
for a very long time I have been insultingly called a deceiver, liar and swindler by, of all people, certain
scientists of different kinds, when I mention, for example, advice or facts received from you regarding
certain actualities. How does it therefore come to be that they, of all people, rummage around our
website – and to what end? And were one to confront these people about it, then I am certain that
they would deny what they had been doing anyway.
Ptaah That would probably be the case wherefore these persons have many kinds of reasons for themselves, but certainly all serve the purpose of protecting and preserving their supposedly highly intelligent face and image as well as to not be seen as believers of a fantast, as they insult you and want to
ridicule you as also do many of the know-it-alls, jealous ones and adversaries of all kinds who have
fallen into a state of low intelligence. On the other hand, it corresponds to a natural process that also
experts in other areas of science beyond virology are interested in many kinds of factors of occurring
suffering, diseases and rampantly spreading diseases and so forth, because altogether all emerging
manifestations of such kinds of arising incidents show connections or could do, which need to be researched.
Billy If you say so.
Ptaah Yes. – I wanted to say earlier on that the facts ascertained by us, as I have mentioned them,
give us cause – me in particular, but also all who are known to you from our ranks as well as all of our
committee – to give a quite special expression of thanks to all Earth human beings on the whole planet
who have seriously taken and followed your extensive website corona-guidelines-publications attentively, heedfully, loyally and full of intellect and rationality.
Our thanks go especially to all; thus to all near FIGU members and those worldwide, to all persons who
are not part of FIGU as well as those responsibility-conscious diverse politicians and science experts
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who behave in the right form and have done much that is of use, but who, unfortunately, as we have
ascertained, are only few in number and are additionally not helpfully supported by their circles.
May our thanks also be therewith quite especially directed at and expressed to all persons who have
gained cognitions and use from the information spread by FIGU and who have brought about corresponding activities from it for the benefit of many human beings and who have also gained life security
in regard to themselves. That applies to absolutely all those who have followed our and your advice
which was published on the FIGU website.
Through the responsibility-conscious following of that which was mentioned in regard to the mentioned guidelines, as well as through the following of the necessary directives as well as through gained
cognitions, through the carried-out right and necessary deeds and acts in the near and greater environment or spanning countries, much harm was prevented, as were very many infections and deaths
avoided, which could also continue to be so in the future, if human beings would act in the same form.
That will certainly be possible with the mentioned persons, while on the contrary, due to the irrationality of the unteachable ones, in the coming time further harm will not be avoidable, although a rational action and behaviour will be necessary because the rampantly spreading corona disease is not
ending quickly; rather, although for the time being it is indeed somewhat diminished in Europe, it will
however flare up again, as our calculations show.
Unfortunately, precise and exact projection-calculations and looks into the future are not possible for
three reasons, and the first is that the coronavirus itself is unpredictable in many kinds of regards, and
secondly, because this also applies in the same form to the state leaders, who are inconstant and unreliable in their forms of action. Thirdly, this fact arises equally also in regard to the populations of all
countries, because they go about in fickleness and being influenced, and, because of corona liars as
well as corona conspiracy theorists, they also act with a contrary security behaviour and they attach
themselves to their delusional ideas and correspondingly act in a form that is contrary to rationality.
All around the planet the rampantly spreading corona disease will strongly spread further and demand
many deaths; consequently it will also increase again in Europe and can claim many victims, and indeed
due to that part of the population which inconsiderately, neglectfully, carelessly and irresponsibly, or
as a result of low intelligence, disregards – against all intellect and all rationality – the necessary precautionary measures and consequently will be infected and, under some circumstances, will succumb
to death. This is the case as it also can come about through the fault of the corona liars and conspiracy
theorists as well as their believers and because of the state leaders. Great masses of the population
will also walk away with that with damage because they let themselves be led astray by the economic
crisis and the economic powerful ones who seduce them or even bribe them into wrong lockdown
measures that are inappropriate and do not match the circumstances.
Translation by Vivienne Legg; corrections by Vibka Wallder and Christian Frehner.
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